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Abstract

The notion that prediction is a fundamental principle of human information processing has been en vogue over recent years. The investigation of language processing may be particularly illuminating for testing this claim. Linguists traditionally have argued prediction plays only a minor role during language understanding because of the vast possibilities available to the language user as each word is encountered. In the present review I consider four central questions of anticipatory language processing: Why (i.e. what is the function of prediction in language processing)? What (i.e. what are the cues used to predict upcoming linguistic information and what type of representations are predicted)? How (what mechanisms are involved in predictive language processing and what is the role of possible mediating factors such as working memory)? When (i.e. do individuals always predict upcoming input during language processing)? I propose that prediction occurs via a set of diverse PACS (production-, association-, combinatorial-, and simulation-based prediction) mechanisms which are minimally required for a comprehensive account of predictive language processing. Models of anticipatory language processing must be revised to take multiple mechanisms, mediating factors, and situational context into account. Finally, I conjecture that the evidence considered here is consistent with the notion that prediction is an important aspect but not a fundamental principle of language processing.
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1. Introduction

The notion that prediction is a fundamental aspect of human information processing is not new and can be traced back as far as the writings of von Helmholtz (1860/1962) and James (1890). Over recent years however there has been a surge in the experimental study of prediction particularly in the fields devoted to the investigation of the relationship between perception and action. Many studies suggest that people predict the outcome of the actions of others as they unfold (Sebanz and Knoblich, 2009). Ensemble musicians for instance generate online predictions by simulating the concurrent productions of their co-musicians (Keller and Koch, 2008; Wolpert et al., 2003). Knowing the task of a co-actor appears to influence one’s own planning and performance even in situations that do not require taking the other’s task into account (Sebanz et al., 2003, 2005). Mere knowledge of another’s upcoming hand movements activates our own motor systems even when no actual movement is seen (Von Hofsten, 2004; Hunnius and Bekkering, 2004). Results of many psycholinguistic experiments however suggest that one reason why language processing tends to be so effortless, accurate, and efficient may be that mature (e.g., DeLong et al., 2005; Federmeier and Kutas, 1999; Van Berkum et al., 2005; Wicha et al., 2004) and developing (e.g., Borovsky et al., 2012; Nation et al., 2003; Mani and Huetting, 2012) language users predict upcoming language input. Many psycholinguists therefore have proposed an important role for anticipatory language processing. Federmeier and Kutas (1999) conclude from their electrophysiological research “in the course of processing a sentence, the comprehension system is involved in some process tantamount to prediction”. Pickering and Garrod (2013) ascribe “a central role to prediction in language production, comprehension, and dialogue”. Chang et al. (2006) argue that “learning occurs because prediction occurs” and that therefore “syntactic abstractions arise from learners making tacit predictions”. Finally, Altmann and Mirković (2009) conclude that “prediction across time is key to the emergence of event structure” and that “most likely, therefore, prediction has a neural basis that pervades cortical function”. To evaluate such claims I believe it is useful to pose and answer four central questions about predictive language processing. Why (i.e. what is the function of prediction in language processing)? What (i.e. what are the cues used to predict up-coming linguistic information and what type of representations are predicted)? How (what mechanisms are involved in predictive language processing and what is the role of possible mediating factors such as working...
memory? When (i.e. do individuals always predict up-coming input during language processing?]

2. Why?

There are many obvious potential benefits of prediction in language processing. Prediction may allow for faster processing and increased efficiency of mental operations. It can reduce much of the ambiguity inherent in most linguistic utterances and thus reduce memory load. There are however some more fundamental arguments about the function of prediction in language processing.

2.1. The “prediction is needed for learning” argument

Since the cognitive revolution in the 1950s linguists have stressed the fact that one of the most remarkable characteristics of human language is that language users can understand and produce an infinitely large number of phrases and sentences they have never experienced before. Linguists have argued that language users cannot store all possible utterances in their brains; they have to construct utterances on the fly using structural principles. Jackendoff (2002) for instance is therefore pessimistic that experience-based approaches (such as connectionist networks, e.g. Elman, 1990) can provide a sufficient account of the characteristic combinatoriality of language processing. Connectionist modellers (e.g., Elman, 1990) have shown that simple recurrent networks can learn to make predictions by using the conditional probabilities of succeeding chunks. This is because information about distributional constraints on the context in which particular chunks occur is picked up by recurrent networks to learn representations which correspond to syntactic and semantic categories. A key success of recurrent networks is that they seem to be able to encode long-distance dependencies such as the dependencies that occur in wh-questions and relative clauses (but see Jackendoff, 2002, p. 62), for arguments that sequential dependencies among words are insufficient to determine grammaticality. Importantly, these networks are able to generalize to novel instances. Learning then occurs as a consequence of simple recurrent networks’ ability to detect predictive dependencies. Saffran argues that predictive dependencies (such that the or a is usually followed by a noun) allow language learners to acquire abstract structure. She argues that dependencies in linguistic phrase structure are detected by language learners and used to establish sequences of words that cluster into phrases. This learning process is thought to modulate successive analyses leading to an accentuation of syntactic relations within and dependencies between phrases. Some considerable experimental support for statistical learning has been obtained. Saffran et al. (1996), for example, presented 8-month-olds with a continuous spoken sequence of multisyllabic words from a nonsense language (e.g. golabuabikututitubibabupugolabubabu...). The only cues which could be used to segment the words and detect word boundaries without obvious acoustic cues were the statistical dependencies between the syllables in the sequence. Saffran et al. found that the 8-month-olds discriminated sequences such as golabu and pabiku from sequences which crossed word boundaries such as bupabi (see Romberg and Saffran, 2010, for a review). These kinds of results could be and indeed have been interpreted as indexing individuals’ prediction of upcoming syllables. In other words, the ability to extract statistical regularities is thought to be linked to an individual’s prediction skills (cf. Conway et al., 2010; Misjak et al., 2010). Indeed, many psycholinguists (e.g., Chang et al., 2006; see also Rowland et al. (2012) and Chang et al. (2013)) argue that prediction is needed for language learning to take place.

Note however that the ability to extract forward statistical regularities does not necessarily tell us about the extent to which such results are driven by prediction. Importantly, language learning does not necessarily have to involve prediction. It has been shown that infants (Pelucchi et al., 2009) and adults (Perucchetti and Desauluy, 2008) also track backward transitional probabilities. Importantly, such backward statistics are often more informative than forward transitional probabilities (see also St Clair et al. (2009)). For instance, backward transitional probabilities are more informative than forward statistics to learn which of the articles in German (i.e. der, die, or das) precedes a noun since the articles themselves are only poor predictors of a specific noun. This is not an isolated example. Corpus analyses in English suggest that backward transitional probabilities are more informative than forward statistics for learning the grammatical category “nouns” (Willits et al., 2009). These findings suggest that “postdiction” is just as (or even more) important than prediction and raises serious doubts about claims that prediction is absolutely necessary for language learning (as well as language processing more generally). I will return to this issue in Section 6 (Conclusions).

2.2. The “prediction Is needed to coordinate dialogue” argument

Another key function of anticipatory language processing may be to facilitate mutual understanding or to coordinate dialogue as a joint activity (cf. Clark, 1996). Pickering and Garrod (2007) point out that in dialogue often a question, for example, requires one of a small range of answers (e.g., “Are you going to behave better in future?”). They argue that dialogue facilitates the alignment of interlocutors’ mental states (see also Pickering and Garrod (2004)) and explains the tight coupling of interlocutors. They follow Prinz (2006) in proposing that prediction facilitates overt imitation. Prediction and imitation, Pickering and Garrod (2007) argue, explains why conversation typically is so effortless even though it involves constant task-switching and requires the planning of when to speak and what to say. Evidence for this comes from observations that people often complete other’s utterances (e.g., Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986).

De Ruiter et al. (2005) presented evidence that listener is highly accurate in predicting the end of other speakers’ turns; McFarland (2001) that speakers coordinate their breathing; and Pardo (2006) that conversation partners’ pronunciations converge. Wilson and Wilson (2005) moreover argue that conversation partners synchronize their syllabic speech rates during dialogue. Finally, Scott et al. (2009) propose that during dialogue the temporal lobes and associated regions of the brain track the meaning of what is being said, and the motor system at the same time tracks speech rate and rhythm of the talker to ensure efficient turn-taking. An argument against the notion that prediction is needed to coordinate dialogue is that much of the above evidence has been obtained in very restricted contexts in which it may have been very easy to (for instance)
complete conversation partners’ utterances. I will return to this point in Section 5 (When?) when discussing the influence of “prediction encouraging experimental set-ups” which have frequently been used.

2.3. The “that’s simply the mind’s way” argument

Clark (2013) argues that the greatest value of the action-oriented predictive processing framework lies in that it has put forward a set of deep unifying principles for our understanding of the human mind in terms of neural function and organization. Similarly, Friston (2010) claims that the brain is fundamentally engaged in predictive coding and computes precise prediction errors which bias towards making correct inferences. He argues that predictive coding leads to a minimization of prediction error though recurrent or reciprocal interactions among levels of a cortical hierarchy. If these ideas are correct we should find evidence for this in human language processing since language is an important part of the information our minds process. Thus, in order to evaluate the “why question” of predictive language processing it is necessary to consider the “what”, “how”, and “when questions” to which I will now turn.

3. What?

There are two important questions to be asked concerning the “what question”. The first concerns the cues used for prediction: What types of information are used to anticipate upcoming words? The second concerns the contents of prediction: What types of representations are activated?

3.1. Cues used for prediction

An important aspect of speech that listeners could use for prediction is the regularities present in connected speech (Rothermich and Kotz, 2013). Brady (1969) for example showed that stutterers speak more fluently with the help of a metronome. Timing cues also appear to help patients with Parkinson’s disease (Kotz et al., 2009; McIntosh et al., 1997). Again, it is important to note here however that findings that individuals are able to use timing cues for language production tell us little about the extent to which they actually use these regularities for prediction. More direct evidence about the cues used for prediction in language processing has accumulated using different types of methods, most importantly eye-tracking during reading, electrophysiological studies, and visual world eye-tracking. I will consider the relevant findings from these methods in turn.

Reading studies have shown that predictable words are read faster than unpredictable words (Ehrlich and Rayner, 1981; Rayner and Well, 1996). Staub and Clifton (2006) observed that readers predict an “or” clause if they have previously read an “either” clause. McDonald and Shillcock (2003), in two reading eye-tracking studies, presented evidence that transitional probabilities between words predict fixation durations. They took these findings to argue that transitional probabilities and word co-occurrence statistics are used by readers to predict upcoming words. They also presented a Bayesian statistical model, which suggests that lexical probabilities (derived by combining transitional probability with the prior probability of a word’s occurrence) provide a good explanation of fixation behaviour. Frisson et al. (2005) however have questioned whether effects of low level transitional probabilities are independent from what they call “regular” (i.e. higher level) predictability effects typically determined by the use of a Cloze task in which participants are asked to complete sentences or sentence fragments. Predictability in this task is determined by calculating the percentage of times a particular word is given for a particular sentence. Frisson and colleagues replicated the findings of McDonald and Shillcock (2003) in a first experiment but in their second experiment when items were matched for Cloze values no effect of transitional probabilities was found. This finding therefore casts doubt on the explanation that readers track transitional probabilities to predict upcoming words during reading.

Most electrophysiological studies on the cues of prediction have interpreted differences in the ERP N400, a negative component that peaks at around 400 ms after the onset of a meaningful stimulus. The N400 has been shown to be a sensitive index of semantic processing (Kutas and Hillyard, 1984, for recent review see Kutas and Federmeier (2011)). Federmeier and Kutas (1999) showed participants written sentences (presented word-by-word) such as “They wanted to make the hotel look more like a tropical resort. So along the driveway, they planted rows of...”. These sentences were followed either by a predictable word (e.g., “palms”), or an unexpected word from the same semantic category (e.g., “pines”), or an unexpected word from a different category (e.g., “tulips”). Federmeier and Kutas found that N400 amplitude to the unexpected words was attenuated when the word was related to the expected word (e.g., “pines”) relative to when it was unrelated (e.g., “tulips”). This suggests that semantic category information had been pre-activated (i.e. predicted) based on the sentential context.

Most studies investigating predictive language processing have presented isolated sentences to participants. Van Berkm et al. (2005) looked at the role of wider discourse on the prediction of upcoming words in Dutch (e.g., passages such as, translated into English, “The burglar had no trouble locating the secret family safe. Of course, it was situated behind a...”). ERPs to determiners and adjectives were measured for prediction-consistent (e.g., “bigNEU paintingNEU”, NEU refers to Dutch neuter gender) and prediction-inconsistent words (e.g., “bigCOM bookcaseCOM”, COM refers to Dutch common gender). Van Berkm et al. found an enhanced N400 effect for adjectives inconsistent with the discourse predictable noun relative to adjectives consistent with the discourse-predictable noun. These findings therefore suggest that people also use wider discourse context to predict upcoming linguistic information. Converging evidence for the use of sentential and discourse context comes from visual world eye-tracking studies in which listeners show anticipatory eye movements to visual objects making use of constraints in the visual world and unfolding auditory linguistic information (e.g., Altmann and Kamide, 1999; Kamide et al., 2003; Kaiser and Trueswell, 2004; see Huettig et al. (2011), for a recent review of the paradigm). These types of eye-tracking studies have shown that listeners can use many types of specific cues for prediction including case-marking (Kamide et al., 2003), prosody (Weber et al., 2006), and visually presented events (Knoeferle et al., 2005).
3.2 Contents of predictions

Electrophysiological studies have also provided some evidence about what types of representations are activated during predictive language processing. These studies showed that language users can pre-activate the semantic/conceptual features (Federmeier and Kutas, 1999; Federmeier et al., 2002), morphosyntactic features (Van Berkum et al., 2005; Wicha et al., 2003b; Wicha et al., 2004), the phonological form (DeLong et al., 2005), and the orthographic form (Laszlo and Federmeier, 2009) of a predicted concept.

Visual world eye-tracking studies have also shown that the contents of language users’ predictions include semantic information (e.g., Altmann and Kamide, 1999; Mani and Huettig, 2012). An important question is how far such pre-activation cascades in the cognitive system. It is perhaps not surprising that semantic information can be predicted; after all it is making sense of the meaning of an utterance which is crucial for language comprehension. If prediction is a fundamental principal of language processing and cognition more generally however one would expect that “less crucial” types of information are also predicted.

Rommers et al. (2013) investigated whether listeners also activate specific visual information such as the shape of the words’ referents. In a visual world eye-tracking experiment listeners’ eye movements were tracked while they were listening to sentences that were strongly predictive of a specific target word (e.g., “moon” in “In 1969 Neil Armstrong was the first man to set foot on the moon”). Half a second before the acoustic onset of the target word, participants were presented with four-object displays showing three unrelated distractor objects and a critical object (either the target object, e.g., moon, an object with a similar shape, e.g., tomato, or an unrelated control object, e.g., rice). Participants fixated both the target and the shape competitors more often than the unrelated distractor objects, which suggests that they had predicted the shape of the upcoming word’s referent. Converging evidence was obtained in a second experiment, an ERP experiment, without picture displays. Participants listened to the same lead-in sentences as in the first experiment but sentence-final words corresponded to the predictable target, the shape competitor, or the unrelated control object (e.g., “In 1969 Neil Armstrong was the first man to set foot on the moon/tomato/rice”). Rommers et al. observed a significantly attenuated N400 amplitude in response to the final words in the shape-related compared to the unrelated condition. Listeners therefore appear to activate perceptual attributes of objects before they are referred to in an utterance. More generally, these data (i.e. pre-activation of predicted concepts/cascades to stored visual-form levels) could be interpreted to fit with the notion that prediction is a fundamental principle of language processing (Clark, 2013). It is important to note however that the shape prediction effect in the Rommers et al. study was quite small relative to the target prediction effect. Further research exploring the extent of pre-activation of different types of mental representations during language processing is required.

4. How?

Most research on predictive language processing in the last 15–20 years has focused on demonstrating that prediction is an important part of language processing. Much less research has been directed at establishing the mechanisms and mediating factors of anticipatory language processing. Over recent years researchers however have started to investigate this crucial topic more directly.

In order to evaluate the merits of the different mechanisms of prediction which have been proposed in the literature it is important to precisely define what is meant by prediction. I consider prediction in language processing to be the: pre-activation/retrieval of linguistic input before it is encountered by the language comprehender. An important (but controversial) question is whether priming should be seen as a part of prediction. There are plenty of demonstrations in the literature that word recognition is facilitated by the prior occurrence of related (e.g. phonological, orthographic, semantic, visual) information (i.e. priming, see below). There is also strong evidence for the pre-activation of these representations in the absence of priming (often termed “active forecasting” or “prediction using event knowledge”, see below). I conjecture that excluding priming (sometimes termed “expectation”) when discussing prediction is not very useful. I believe that one cannot (or at least should not) avoid considering the influence of priming when discussing the mechanisms of the pre-activation/retrieval of linguistic input. In the following section it will become immediately clear why.

4.1 Mechanisms

4.1.1. Dumb and smart routes to prediction: two-systems accounts

The notion that the human mind makes use of two (at least partly) distinct systems has gained much support over recent years. Kahneman (2011) (cf. Stanovich and West, 2000) describes system 1 as operating “automatically and quickly, with little or no effort and no sense of voluntary control”. System 2 on the other hand is assumed to “allocate attention to the effortful mental activities that demand it, including complex computations. The operations of system 2 are often associated with the subjective experience of agency, choice, and concentration”. Kahneman’s system 2 is similar to what Duncan (2010) calls the multiple-demand system involving the frontal lobes (thought to be accompanied by a sense of active control and individual attention).

I suggest that Kahnemann's systems 1 and 2 can be linked to different routes of predictive language processing. System 1 is the “dumb” route to prediction: simple associative mechanisms (e.g. based on Hebbian learning) lead to pre-activation of linguistic input (cf. Bar, 2007, 2009). System 2 is the “smart” route to prediction and linked to more effortful active reasoning. The more general idea of linking predictive language processing to two partly distinct routes is by no means new. Kuperberg (2007) has linked the N400 and P600 event-related potentials to two competing neural processing streams. The first stream (which Kuperberg calls “semantic-memory based”) is similar to Kahenman’s system 1. According to Kuperberg the task of this stream is to compute “semantic features, associative relationships and other types of semantic relationships between content words (including verbs and arguments) within in a sentence, and to compare these relationships with those that are pre-stored within lexical semantic memory”. She suggests that the N400 ERP component is partly sensitive to these types of computations.
Kuperberg terms the second processing stream (which has similarities with what Kahneman calls system 2) “combinatorial”. She argues that the stream involves “the combination of words through algorithmic mechanisms to build up higher-order meaning” and that the P600 ERP component reflects a continued analysis within this combinatory system.

Semantic priming studies suggest that temporal and inferior prefrontal regions are sensitive to associative relationships (e.g. Copland et al., 2003; Kozt et al., 2002; Matsumoto et al., 2005; Rossell et al., 2003). The same brain regions (in fMRI studies) appear to be activated for the semantic incongruities that evoke the N400 in ERP studies (Hagoort et al., 2004; Kiehl et al., 2002; Kuperberg et al., 2003). Moreover, Halgren et al. (2002) report MEG evidence that activation of these regions is time-locked to the onsets of semantically anomalous words. These results are therefore consistent with the notion that language comprehension involves a “constant comparison between semantic associative relationships between incoming words and information stored within semantic memory” (Kuperberg, 2007).

System 2 in contrast is thought to involve posterior inferior frontal cortices, motor and parietal cortices, and middle and superior prefrontal cortices (Friederici et al., 2003; Kuperberg, 2007; Kuperberg et al., 2003; Ni et al., 2000). These regions appear to be activated by both morphosyntactic violations and semantic-thematic violations (and evoke P600s) consistent with the idea that system 2 is a “combinatorial stream”, sensitive to multiple linguistic constraints and the building up of higher-order meaning.

It is important to note that many of the functional roles of the components of both (neural) systems are yet unknown and most proposals are very speculative. Evidence for the neural mechanisms for system 1 (e.g. based on Hebbian learning) appears more straightforward than for the more complex system 2. It has been argued for instance that the activation of posterior frontal, motor, and parietal cortices in system 2 may reflect a mirror neuron system linking motor action to syntactic processing (e.g. Arbib, 2005). There is however currently little concrete evidence to support such claims. It is also important to note that although systems 1 and 2 are partly distinct they are thought to constantly interact. Kuperberg (2007) for instance argues that the balance between the two systems is dynamic and influenced by task demands, context, and individual differences such as working memory. I will return to this issue below when discussing the mediating factors of predictive language processing.

Further progress in understanding the mechanisms underlying predictive language processing will require converging evidence from different experimental methods. Kukona et al. (2011) directly contrasted the effect of local priming with the effect of event-based sentence context on the prediction of upcoming input in a visual world eye-tracking study. Participants heard active subject–verb–object sentences which included verbs such as arrest (e.g., Toby arrests the crook) while they were looking at visual scenes which included verb-related agents (e.g., a policeman) and patients (e.g. a crook). Participants exhibited anticipatory eye gaze to both agents (the policeman) and patients (the crook) although the agent role had already been filled (Toby). Thus, simple associations (arrest-policeman) and combinatorial event information influenced anticipatory eye gaze although the associations conflicted with the event built up by the sentential context as predicted by two-system accounts.

4.1.2. One-system accounts

Altmann and Mirković (2009) in contrast argue that the “sharing of a representational substrate between language processing and event encoding gives rise to an equivalence between linguistic representations and corresponding non-linguistic representations that drives not only language-mediation of visual attention but also the mapping of language onto event structures”. In other words, Altmann and Mirkovic assume not only that linguistic prediction is based on a single system but also that there is no distinction between linguistic and non-linguistic prediction. They argue that simple recurrent (connectionist) networks (Elman, 1990) with shared hidden units can learn linguistic and non-linguistic contingencies resulting in prediction without any explicit linguistic level of representation. One-system accounts of prediction are similar to common coding approaches in perception and action (e.g., Prinz, 1990) and contrast (for instance) with accounts in which independent representations of utterance meaning, scene information, and linguistic expectations are related through processes of co-indexation (e.g. Knoeferle and Crocker, 2007).

What evidence is there to support the notion of a single system of prediction? One way to provide support for common coding approaches to prediction is to look at individual differences. A positive correlation of individuals’ tendency to predict in linguistic prediction and non-linguistic prediction tasks would at least be consistent with a shared system. Rommers et al. (2012) looked at whether mechanisms of predictive language processing involve specific verbal factors or processes shared with other domains of cognition. The same stimuli as in Rommers et al. (2013) were used, i.e. participants listened to sentences ending in a highly predictable word while viewing displays containing three unrelated distractor objects and a critical object, which was either the target object, or an object with a similar shape, or an unrelated control object. They found that fixation probabilities to shape competitors were systematically related to individual differences in anticipatory attention, as indexed by a spatial cueing task (cf. Posner, 1980). The participants whose responses were most strongly facilitated by predictive arrow cues also were the ones who showed the strongest anticipatory eye movements in the language task. In contrast, fixation probabilities to the targets were related to individual differences in vocabulary size and verbal fluency. Overall anticipatory eye movements to targets and shape competitors differed in magnitude and timing as well as the pattern of individual differences which correlated with target and shape competitor prediction. These results are indicative that verbal and nonverbal factors contribute to different types of mechanisms of predictive processing. These findings, arguably, are therefore more consistent with two systems or multiple systems than with one system accounts of prediction in language processing though further research is required to look at this issue more closely.

One system accounts typically ascribe an important role to event knowledge in predictive language processing (e.g., Metusalem et al., 2012). Events tend to reoccur and show regularities and therefore are likely to be an important organizing principle of past experience. Metusalem et al. (2012) investigated whether event knowledge is immediately accessible during online language processing and a major determinant of predictive language processing. Their participants read sentence passages describing typical events such as: A huge blizzard ripped
through town last night. My kids ended up getting the day off from school. They spent the whole day outside building a snowman/jacket/towel in the front yard. Metusalem et al. found that contextually anomalous words related to the described event (e.g. jacket) elicited a reduced N400 amplitude compared to equally anomalous words which were unrelated to the described event (e.g. towel).

Further experiments and analyses of the data suggested that the effect was not due to simple priming or word associations (for instance between blizzard and jacket). The authors concluded that event knowledge drives predictive language processing.

Note that Kukona et al. (2011) discuss how their results (i.e. evidence for prediction based on priming and “active forecasting”) could be accounted for in a single system. The argument is that activation of a representation in a recurrent network can be conceptualized as distance from the current state in multi-dimensional space. Priming could be based on proximity to trajectories in past experience (i.e. the prime may “pull” the system to a region associated with a probe). Active forecasting on the other hand, they argue, may result from the system following a certain trajectory. This interpretation makes clear how difficult it is to distinguish between two- and one-system accounts. One-system accounts/common coding approaches are (arguably) elegant but a problematic issue is that they are very difficult to falsify (cf. Popper, 1959).

4.1.3. Production-based approaches

A third type of potential mechanism of prediction which has been influential over recent years assumes that we use the language production system covertly to anticipate language input (e.g., Chang et al., 2006; Dell and Chang, 2014; Pickering and Garrod, 2007, 2013; Schiller et al., 2009). Some of these accounts also involve dual pathways or systems. I discuss these models in this section however because proponents of these accounts tend to regard the “production route” as the crucial one (or at least discuss the “production route” much more extensively).

Chang and colleagues developed a dual path model consisting of a meaning system and a sequencing system. These two systems converge on a word output layer to ensure the right timing of the production of words consistent with the intended message. The meaning system is assumed to be involved in the binding of concepts and event roles. The sequencing system is an error-based learning mechanism. Importantly, the syntactic abstractions required for the production of sentences arise from learners’ predictions about upcoming words. Learning therefore occurs when the model’s production-based predictions are compared against productions generated by others. Similar to predictive coding accounts in perception and action, prediction error is assumed to result in adjustments to the system which generated the predictions.

Pickering and Garrod (2013) also ascribe a major role to production-based processes in predictive language processing. Pickering and Garrod argue that language users use forward production models in a similar way that actors use forward action models (cf. Wolpert et al., 2003). Speakers are assumed to construct eff erence copies of their predicted productions and compare these copies with the output of a production implementer. They suggest that listeners also use these forward production models and covertly imitate speakers to predict the speaker’s upcoming utterances. Importantly, these “predictions-by-simulation” are assumed to be impoverished representations rather than fully implemented production representations. Pickering and Garrod (2013) argue that their prediction-by simulation route is complemented by an association route which is based on the probability of a word being uttered in the language users’ experience of others’ utterances. McCauley and Christiansen (2011) on the other hand view language production and comprehension as a single system based on a single set of statistical information and representations. Syntactic knowledge is thought to accumulate through abstraction over multi-word sequences. Words are chunked together based on transitional probabilities as incoming utterances are processed. McCauley and Christiansen argue that the distributional information of the chunks employed during production is used to predict upcoming language input during comprehension.

What evidence supports production-based accounts? Several studies have shown that articulatory muscles are active when listening to speech but not non-speech sounds (Fadiga et al., 2002, Watkins et al., 2003; and Scott et al., In preparation). Note however that evidence for activation of the motor cortex in speech perception is not evidence that the motor system is necessarily involved in generating predictions.

Kara Federmeier and colleagues have also linked predictive language processing to language production. Their novel approach is to make this link based on evidence of hemispheric differences. It has long been known that damage to left hemisphere brain areas can cause severe deficits in many language functions whereas damage to the analogous right hemisphere areas appears to leave much of language processing intact (see Hellige (1993), for a comprehensive discussion of neural asymmetries). Federmeier (2007) notes that language asymmetries are most pronounced for language production. Studies with split-brain patients (i.e. patients in which the corpus callosum connecting the two sides of the brain is disconnected) for instance have found little evidence that the right hemisphere is involved in speech control (Gazzaniga, 1983). Federmeier (2007) (see also Wlotko and Federmeier (2007)) argues that the electrophysiological evidence on hemispheric asymmetries in cerebral function leads to the conclusion that the left hemisphere is biased towards predictive processing whereas the right hemisphere is biased towards bottom-up processing. She further argues that this left hemisphere bias for prediction arises because feedback connections play a larger role in left hemisphere processing since comprehension and production share resources only in this hemisphere. This increased interconnectivity, she suggests, allows “the system to rapidly generalize away from the input, and the resultant higher level activity is then fed back down, resulting in changes at lower levels that prepare the system to process likely upcoming stimuli” (Federmeier, 2007). Consistent with these proposals it has been found that listeners who show prediction effects in ERP studies also perform well in certain tasks, which (at least partly) involve language production processes. In the category fluency task, for example, participants are asked to produce as many members of a semantic category (e.g., animals) as they can in one minute. Federmeier found that performance in this task positively correlated with the amplitude of electrophysiological components associated with predictive language comprehension (Federmeier et al., 2010, 2002; but see Federmeier and Kutas (2005)). These are clearly interesting results.
and hemispheric differences in relation to predictive language processing undoubtedly merit further investigation (see also Wlotko and Federmeier, 2007, 2013).

Some other evidence for the involvement of the language production system in the mechanisms underlying prediction in language comprehension comes from visual world eye-tracking. Mani and Huettig (2012) presented 2-year-olds with sentences spoken by an adult speaker such as The boy eats a big cake or The boy sees a big cake. While hearing these sentences the toddlers were looking at two-object displays (e.g., a cake and a bird). The average 2-year-olds predicted and fixated the target object before it was mentioned when they heard the semantically-constraining verb (eats) but not when they heard the neutral verb (sees). Toddlers’ anticipatory fixations were significantly correlated with their productive vocabulary size. Children with large production vocabularies but not children with small production vocabularies anticipated the target objects. These data suggest that production-based prediction mechanisms may be important in early language development.

There is also evidence that some higher-order deficits of speech production (e.g., agrammatism, amnesic or transcortical motor aphasia, see Ackermann et al. (2007), for further discussion) tend to occur in patients with cerebellar lesions. This raises the possibility for an involvement of the cerebellum in production-based prediction. Lesage et al. (2012), for example, argue that the cerebellum supports prediction in language processing. This is based on the (arguably rather vague) notion that the cerebellum is a “predictive machine” which estimates the outcome of motor commands. Lesage et al. applied repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) to disrupt function in the right cerebellum. Participants showed (a small but significant) delay in eye fixations to target objects predicted by sentence context in a visual world eye-tracking experiment after cerebellar rTMS. They observed no effect on eye gaze in sentences in which targets could not be predicted. The prediction deficit, moreover, was absent in two control groups.

A recent study by Drake and Corley (2014) on the other hand could be interpreted as evidence against a strong version of production-based prediction (at least against the notion that production-based prediction involves phonological representations). They found that picture naming latencies were not influenced when the picture names overlapped phonologically with the predicted word in three picture naming experiments. These data suggest that if the production system is involved in predictive language processing it may not involve speech sound levels of representation.

In sum, production-based approaches present an interesting alternative mechanistic account of predictive language processing. They also naturally fit with predictive coding accounts in perception and action research as language comprehension can be seen as a form of action perception and language production as a form of action. The studies reviewed highlight that experimental evidence for the involvement of the production system in prediction so far is rather indirect and overall relatively sparse. This however is expected as production-based approaches to prediction are relatively recent.

4.1.4. PACS (production-, association-, combinatorial-, simulation-based prediction) – a multiple-mechanisms account of predictive language processing

The conclusion I draw from the research on the mechanisms of prediction is that even two systems accounts do not do justice to the complexity of anticipatory language processing (cf. Mani and Huettig, 2013). I suggest that our minds/brains employ many different mechanisms/strategies resulting in the pre-activation/retrieval of linguistic input. I shall discuss four mechanisms (PACS: production-, association-, combinatorial-, and simulation-based prediction) which, I believe, are minimally required for a comprehensive account of predictive language processing. What are those mechanisms?

First, I suggest that comprehenders sometimes use their language production system to anticipate what another person is likely to say. My proposal is different from Pickering and Garrod’s (2013) theory in that I assume that people use their fully-fledged production system for this rather than making use of a forward model. In other words, I argue that our frequent experiences of completing other’s utterances “in our heads” is based on fully-specifed production representations rather than the impoverished production presentations of a forward model.

Second, (as discussed above in relation to Kahneman’s system 1) upcoming input is pre-activated by simple associative mechanisms (which may well be based on Hebbian learning). There is plenty of evidence that such priming is not limited to semantic knowledge but also involves phonological, orthographic and even non-linguistic information (e.g. Arias-Trejo and Plumkett, 2009, 2013; Federmeier and Kutas, 2001; Ganis et al., 1996; Grainger and Ferrand, 1996; Mani and Plumkett, 2011; Radeau et al., 1989, and many others).

Third, (as discussed in relation to Kahneman’s system 2) there is evidence for the pre-activation of linguistic input via combinatorial mechanisms which are sensitive to multiple linguistic constraints and the building up of higher-order meaning (e.g. Kukona et al., 2011; Kuperberg, 2007). The question whether these combinatorial mechanisms involve partly separate systems for language comprehension and language production remains to be answered (see McCauley and Christiansen, 2013; Pickering and Garrod, 2013; and the up-coming special issue on Relations between Language Comprehension and Production of the Journal of Memory and Language for further discussion).

Fourth, I propose that linguistic input can be activated via event simulation. Tversky and Kahneman (1973) suggested already more than 40 years ago that people predict the likelihood of an upcoming event by how easy it is to simulate it. I suggest that we often use this event simulation heuristic to pre-activate linguistic representations. This proposal makes contact with what is often called embodied language processing (see Barsalou (1999), Glenberg and Kaschak (2002) and Zwaan (2004, 2014)). Proponents of embodied cognition typically assume that all cognition is inherently embodied and that sensory representations (e.g. visual representations of a linguistic referent) are routinely accessed during language processing even in the absence of relevant perceptual input (e.g. Wassenburg and Zwaan, 2010; see Rommers et al. (2013), for a different view).

My proposal is different in that I assume that we often use mental imagery (cf. Kosslyn et al., 2006; Paivio, 1990) to “perceptually” simulate events but that such simulations are...
not a necessary part of language comprehension. However, I do suggest that such event simulations play an important part of prediction in that they pre-activate linguistic representations and vice versa. This notion is similar to Moulton and Kosslyn’s (2009) account according to which all mental imagery serves simulation (but see Pecher et al. (2009), Stanfield and Zwaan (2001) and Gallee, 2003, for a different view). Moulton and Kosslyn (2009) argue that imagery allows us to generate specific predictions based upon past experience. They point out that we can use mental imagery to predict events that we will never experience in the future (such as Einstein’s imagery of travelling at light speed). How could imagery link up with linguistic representations? McQueen and Huetig (2014) presented evidence that seeing visual objects primes the semantic and phonological representations of related spoken words. There is no reason to believe that mental imagery of objects or events cannot do the same (see Moulton and Kosslyn (2009), for a similar argument and further discussion of the tight interplay between stored representations and imagery).

A recent set of experiments was conducted to start to explore the multiple mechanisms account. Hintz et al. (2014a) investigated the contribution of two of these mechanisms (associations and production-based prediction) to language-mediated anticipatory eye movements. In three visual world experiments participants looked at displays of four objects while listening to predictable sentences (e.g., “The man peels an apple”) or non-predictable sentences (e.g., “The man draws an apple”). Hintz et al. contrasted the contribution of general associations (as measured by a continued free verb–noun word association task in which participants are asked to read verbs one at a time and write down the first three nouns that come to their mind, cf. De Deyne et al., 2012) with the contribution of more specific semantic associations (as measured by verb–noun typicality ratings, see Ferretti et al. (2001), for further discussion). The assumption is that free word association (“general”) tasks are sensitive to a number of different types of association (e.g., semantic, orthographic, phonological, visual, etc.) but that verb–noun typicality ratings more specifically tap certain semantic associations. Hintz et al. found that general verb–noun association strength was not a robust predictor of anticipatory eye gaze in any of the experiments. In all three experiments anticipatory eye gaze to the target objects correlated positively with the items’ semantic associations. The probability of predictive eye gaze correlated also positively with participants’ production fluency as measured in a separate verbal fluency task (cf. Van Der Elst et al., 2006) when the objects were presented before the verb was heard (Experiments 1 and 2) but not when participants were given only a short preview of the display (after the verb was heard, Experiment 3). These findings suggest that semantic associations are more important than more general associations for predictive language processing. Moreover these data indicate that the importance of specific anticipatory mechanisms is determined by the situational context in which prediction occurs (e.g., production-based prediction may be particularly potent with extended relevant visual input). This suggests that situational context (at least partly) determines the extent to which a particular prediction mechanism is employed.

Hintz et al. (2014b) further investigated how situational context may determine the use of production-based mechanisms. They tested the hypothesis that a task set including production in addition to comprehension encourages prediction compared to a task only including comprehension. Participants carried out a cross-modal naming task (Exp 1a), a self-paced reading task (Exp 1b) that did not include overt production, and a task (Exp 1c) in which naming and reading trials were interleaved. The same predictable and non-predictable sentences were used in all three tasks (The man breaks a glass vs. The man borrows a glass). In Exp 1a, 54 participants listened to recordings of the sentences, which stopped before the target word. At this point in time a picture of the referent of the final word was shown. Participants were asked to name the objects as fast as possible. Analyses of their naming latencies revealed a significant naming advantage (108 ms) on predictable over non-predictable trials. In Exp 1b, 54 participants were asked to read the same sentences word-by-word in a self-paced reading task. There were no significant differences in reading times for the target word and spillover regions (which suggest that participants may not have predicted the target word). Exp 1c consisted of 50% naming trials and 50% reading trials, which were randomly intermixed. 54 participants named and read the same objects and sentences as in the previous experiments. The results showed a naming advantage (99 ms) on predictable over non-predictable items and a positive correlation between the items’ cloze probability and the reaction time in the naming task. Moreover, reading time analysis showed that with naming trials and reading trials interleaved participants were significantly faster (19 ms) at reading the spillover region on predictable relative to non-predictable items. These results suggest that predictive language processing can be modulated by the comprehenders’ task set (see also Salverda et al. (2011), for task effects in language comprehension more generally). When the task set involves language production, as is often the case in natural conversation comprehenders appear to engage in prediction to a stronger degree than in “pure” comprehension tasks. The data do not show whether participants used the production system to predict in Experiment 1c when reading the sentences. However, the fact that they were faster reading the critical region of the sentences only when reading was intermixed with production trials is consistent with the idea that they used the production system to anticipate the target word also in the reading trials. Further research is needed to confirm this interpretation.

Finally, Hintz et al. (In preparation) contrasted the role of associations and event knowledge on prediction in an ERP study. Recall that Metusalem et al. (2012) examined the degree to which event knowledge is used for prediction. Their participants read passages consisting of two sentences, which established an event scenario. This was followed by a final sentence containing one of three target words: a highly predictable word, a semantically unexpected word that was related to the described event, or a semantically unexpected and event-unrelated word. Analyses of participants’ ERPs showed that the predictable target words elicited a much smaller N400 than the unexpected and event-unrelated target words. However, the amplitude of the N400 elicited by the unexpected but event-related targets was significantly attenuated relative to the amplitude of the N400 elicited by the unexpected and event-unrelated targets. Metusalem and colleagues concluded that event knowledge is used for prediction. The authors rejected the possibility that simple word associations...
may have played a role based on a post-hoc analysis of word associations. Hintz et al. (In preparation) re-ran Metusalem et al.’s context manipulation and closely replicated their results (Experiment 1). In a second experiment two words from the event-establishing sentences, which were most strongly associated with the unexpected but event-related targets in the final sentences, were selected. Each of the two associates was then placed in neutral carrier sentences. None of the other words in these carrier sentences was associatively related to the target words. Importantly, the two neutral carrier sentences did not build up a coherent event. ERPs were recorded while participants read the carrier sentences followed by the same final sentences as in Experiment 1. The results showed a global tendency of a critical difference between event-related and event-unrelated unexpected targets, which reached statistical significance only at parietal electrodes over the right hemisphere. These results suggest that associations alone cannot account for the N400 pattern observed in Experiment 1 (and in the study by Metusalem et al.) because the difference between event-related and event-unrelated conditions was larger when the sentences formed a coherent event relative to when they did not. However, because part of the effect remained, the findings suggest that during discourse reading both event knowledge activation and simple word associations jointly contribute to prediction. Note that the effect of event knowledge is consistent with both event simulation and combinatorial accounts described above. Further research is needed to distinguish the influence of the pre-activation of linguistic input via combinatorial mechanisms (sensitive to multiple linguistic constraints and the building up of higher-order meaning) from the activation of linguistic input via event simulation.

To conclude, I suggest that predictive language processing makes use of a set of diverse principles. I have described PACS (production-, association-, combinatorial-, and simulation-based prediction) mechanisms which I suggest are minimally required for a comprehensive account of predictive language processing.

What is the nature of the relationship between these different mechanisms? I do not see these mechanisms as encapsulated but as constantly interrelated and interacting with each other. Associations feed into combinatorial mechanisms. Associative priming for instance leads to (faster) retrieval of associated representations/words which can be used by combinatorial mechanisms. The productions system uses these combinatorial mechanisms but crucially there is more to language production than sequential combinatorial operations (which most likely are shared between production and comprehension). I conjecture that context (cf. Hintz et al., 2014a,b) provides the trigger for the use of the fully fledged production system for prediction (e.g. when people complete each other’s utterances), i.e. scaling up prediction based on combinatorial mechanisms to production-based prediction. I suggest that associative mechanisms are also crucial in linking up the different PACS mechanisms. Event simulations may trigger associations between particular types of events and particular representations/words/syntactic structures and vice versa. Event simulation may be more likely to occur during natural conversation thereby providing possible associative links between event simulation and production-based prediction. Note that sometimes the output of different PACS mechanisms will be in conflict (e.g. if associative mechanisms drive eye gaze to one visual referent and combinatorial mechanisms to another, cf. Kukona et al., 2011). The outcome of the comprehension process involving PACS mechanisms therefore greatly depends on the (linguistic and non-linguistic) context (cf. the constraint satisfaction approach to sentence processing, e.g. MacDonald et al., 1994). Clearly more research is needed to evaluate the interaction and integration of the PACS mechanisms. Few studies so far have directly contrasted postulated mechanisms of prediction in language processing. Future studies could usefully focus on the integration and interaction of these mechanisms. It would also be desirable to study these interactions in an implemented computational model.

Finally one might want to ask why our minds would work that way. Should not a unified/single system be preferred? What would be the benefit of multiple mechanisms for predictive language processing? On the one hand, there may be evolutionary advantages for minds who can predict upcoming linguistic input by making use of multiple routes/mechanisms to pre-activation of incoming input. Such minds may have been able to draw behavioural consequences more rapidly than minds employing the same old strategy in every context/situation. On the other hand, it could well be that there is no evolutionary benefit. Evolution serves no purpose. The involvement of multiple mechanisms in predictive language processing may simply reflect evolutionary history. Some mechanisms may be evolutionarily older (e.g. simple associative mechanisms); others (e.g. combinatorial mechanisms involving more active forecasting) may be more recent. Some of the mechanisms leading to pre-activation/retention of linguistic input may be by-products of mechanisms which have evolved for other purposes. In other words, there may not be a simple answer to the “why question” of prediction in language processing. Any answer to the “why question” will be more or less speculative given our current knowledge of the neurobiological foundations of the human mind.

4.2. Mediating factors

The significance of factors that might mediate prediction during language processing such as working memory and general cognitive efficiency has hardly been looked at. Moreover, the influence of such mediating factors may also be context-dependent and be contingent on the situation language users find themselves in. Language-mediated anticipatory eye gaze in the visual world, for example, requires the linking of visual objects to unfolding linguistic information, places, times, and each other. Individual differences in cognitive capacities such as working memory may be particularly important for anticipatory processing during such language–vision interactions (cf. Huettig et al., 2011).

4.2.1. Working memory and processing speed

In a visual world eye-tracking study, Huettig and Janse (2012) presented Dutch participants with instructions such as “Kijk naar de dekom afgebeelde piano dekom” (look at the displayed piano) while viewing four objects. The Dutch articles (“het” or “de”) were gender-marked and agreed in gender only with the target noun but not the three unrelated distractors. Therefore participants could use gender information from the article to predict the upcoming target objects. Participants fixated the target well before noun onset which strongly
suggests that they anticipated the target objects. Individual differences in working memory were assessed using an auditory nonword repetition task as an index of verbal/phonological short-term memory (Gathercole and Baddeley, 1996; Thorn and Gathercole, 1999) and a backwards digit span task (a more appropriate measure of the manipulation of items in memory rather than their storage and reproduction). Spatial working memory was assessed using the Corsi block tapping task (Corsi, 1972). General processing speed was measured using a digit-symbol substitution test and a letter comparison task. To make sure that potential individual differences do not just reflect non-verbal intelligence (often referred to as the “g-factor”) Raven’s Progressive Matrices was also administered to participants. Principal component analysis was then used to derive one Working Memory construct underlying the three memory measures (spatial short-term memory, auditory short-term memory, digit span), and one Processing Speed construct underlying the two speed measures (digit-symbol substitution and letter matching). The Working Memory construct correlated positively (R = .39) and the Processing Speed construct negatively (R = -.38) with anticipatory looks. The portion of explained variance (i.e. the change in R²) uniquely attributable to Working Memory was .07, and that of Speed was .03. These findings suggest that enhanced working memory abilities support anticipatory spoken language processing whereas a decreased general processing speed has the opposite effect.

How may working memory influence language-mediated anticipatory eye movements? Huettig et al. (2011) argue that working memory connects long-term visual and linguistic representations to specific locations. This account predicts that working memory capacity plays an important role in language-mediated anticipatory eye movements. Objects in the visual display in visual world eye-tracking studies are assumed to be first encoded in a visuospatial type of working memory (cf. Pylyshyn, 1989; Cavanagh and Alvarez, 2005) which triggers perceptual hypotheses in long-term memory. Activation of these visual representations then cascades to “higher” levels of representation (e.g., activation of semantic and phonological representations) within a few hundreds of milliseconds (cf. Huettig and McQueen (2007) and McQueen and Huettig (2014) for experimental evidence). As a result object knowledge and associated linguistic knowledge (e.g., representations of the gender of the object names) are bound to the objects’ locations within working memory. A similar chain of events is triggered from the linguistic input (e.g., hearing the article in the spoken instruction) and relevant representations (e.g., phonological, syntactic) will match up with those activated by the visual input. This activation is assumed to feed back to the object’s location, which then increases the likelihood that a saccadic eye movement towards this location is triggered. In other words, the strength of activation of a particular representation translates into the probability of attending towards whatever shares those representations. Thus, better working memory abilities result in more efficient anticipatory eye gaze.

The Huettig and Janse (2012) study also suggests that individual differences in how quickly information is processed play an important role for predictive language processing. Note that processing speed is related to the speed with which neural signals are conducted along axons. Moreover, speed of neural transmission has been linked to the degree of myelination (Gutiérrez et al., 1995). This potential neural mechanism underlying processing speed and cognitive efficiency requires further investigation. Interestingly, the regression analysis suggests that non-verbal intelligence as measured by performance in Raven’s progressive matrices does not predict language-mediated anticipatory eye gaze. It is therefore unlikely that a general “g-factor” (i.e. the notion that performance of individuals at many different cognitive tasks reflects one underlying factor) is related to language-mediated anticipatory eye movements.

It is important to point out here again that the influence of working memory and processing speed on anticipatory spoken language processing may be particularly strong in particular situational contexts, for example, when spoken language is used in relation to a co-present visual environment. This of course holds for many everyday situations when people give or receive instructions for action or talk about real world events. Nevertheless, the influence of individual differences in different cognitive abilities on anticipatory spoken language processing in other situations remains to be explored. It seems clear however that models of predictive language processing have to be revised to take mediating factors such as working memory and processing speed into account.

4.2.2. Age

Several studies have investigated the influence of age on predictive language processing. Rayner et al. (2006, 2009), based on the results of their reading studies in older adults, have suggested that older readers adopt a riskier reading strategy than younger adult readers. They found that older readers more often skip words, which could be interpreted as indicating that older adults predict more than younger adults to compensate for age-related cognitive decline. Federmeier and Kutas (2005) measured ERPs during word-by-word reading to investigate younger and older adults’ semantic integration of final words in sentences differing in semantic constraint. They observed smaller and delayed effects of contextual constraint in older adults compared to young adults. Federmeier concluded that there may be a decreased reliance on predictive processing in older age (Federmeier et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2012; Wlotko and Federmeier, 2012). Wlotko and Federmeier (2012) (cf. Peelle et al., 2010) have speculated that older adults’ decreased predictive language processing may either reflect less efficient functional connectivity or a decreased availability of neural resources. Huettig and Janse (2012) however recently found a small but positive role of age on predictive processing in their visual world eye-tracking task. This may be surprising given the findings of Federmeier and colleagues (Federmeier and Kutas, 2005; Huang et al., 2012). There are differences between the studies which may account for this discrepancy. The eye-tracking study for instance investigated the anticipation of nouns with preceding article gender as a cue whereas the prediction in the ERP studies reflected an influence of semantic context. Semantic context effects are likely to build up over the course of the sentence whereas the cue in the eye-tracking task was a relatively local one. It is unlikely though that this difference in the prediction cue can fully account for the differences as detrimental influences of age were also found on rapid integration of information in adjective-noun units.
It seems more likely that different studies have measured different influences of the interaction of an increasing life-long experience and cognitive decline in older adults. If age-related differences in processing speed and working memory are accounted for, age may in fact support predictive processing because of older adults’ increased life-long experience. Huettig and Janse found that older age is associated with poorer working memory and slower processing speed. It is only in their regression analysis, after having accounted for age effects on memory and speed that age turns out to be positively related to predictive processing. In other words, older adults may be more advanced language users than younger ones because of their lifelong experience (cf. Ramscar et al., 2014) but this advantage may often be overshadowed by age-related cognitive decline. Future studies could usefully explore this possibility further.

4.2.3. Literacy

For many human abilities it has been demonstrated that prediction is fundamentally linked to levels of expertise at the task at hand. Sport psychologists for instance observed that elite basketball players predict the success of free shots at baskets earlier and more accurately than amateurs. Findings like this are assumed to reflect the fine-tuning of anticipatory mechanisms that enable athletes to predict other’s actions prior to their realization (Aglionti et al., 2008). Some recent research also provides strong evidence for a link between language abilities (i.e. reading levels) and prediction (i.e. anticipatory spoken language processing) using different types of participant populations (high and low literates, children, adults with dyslexia, and college students).

Mishra et al. (2014) presented Indian low and high literates with simple everyday spoken sentences containing a target word (e.g., “door”). While participants listened to the sentences they looked at a visual display of four objects (a target, i.e., the door, and three distractors). The spoken sentences were constructed to encourage anticipatory eye movements to the visual target objects. As in previous studies, the high literacy group started to shift their eye gaze to the target object well before target word onset. Crucially, the low literates did not anticipate the targets and looked at the target objects only once they heard the target being mentioned in the speech (more than a second later). These findings suggest that literacy modulates predictive spoken language processing.

Mani and Huettig (2014) provided converging evidence for the role of word reading skill in listener’s anticipation of upcoming spoken language input by testing a different type of participant population, namely, 8-year-old German children at the cusp of literacy acquisition. They reasoned that if literacy really does impact predictive language processing, then children at this stage of literacy acquisition should be most susceptible to the effects of literacy on anticipation. 8-year-old German children were tested on their prediction of upcoming spoken language input in a similar visual world eye-tracking task. Mani and Huettig found a robust positive correlation between children’s word reading skills and their prediction skills. Interestingly, their pseudo-word reading and meta-phonological awareness skills were not robust predictors of anticipation.

Given these literacy-related differences in anticipatory eye movements between low and high literate adults and in children learning to read, Huettig and Brouwer (In preparation) hypothesized that adults with dyslexia should show less efficient anticipatory eye movements than participants with no reading disorders. As predicted, they observed that adults with dyslexia anticipated the target objects much later than the control participants with no reading impairments. Moreover, participants’ word reading scores correlated positively with their anticipatory eye movements providing further evidence for a link between reading abilities and anticipatory spoken language processing. Finally, James and Watson (2013) presented some evidence that literacy (as measured with performance in the Comparative Reading Habits questionnaire, Acheson et al., 2008, and the American Adult Reading Test, Blair and Spreen, 1989) is linked to predictive spoken language processing even among American college students.

How can this consistent influence of literacy on anticipation be explained? I believe that a full explanation is likely to be complex. Reading may lead to stronger associations also when spoken language input is processed. Such an explanation is in line with the notion of literacy as a proxy for experience. Consistent with this notion are the results of a study by Borovsky et al. (2012) who observed that children aged 3–10 with relatively high vocabulary knowledge were faster to anticipate target words than children with lower vocabulary knowledge. Production-related mechanism of prediction may also play a role. Written language experience in children for instance appears to increase the spoken production of relative clause sentences (Montag and MacDonald, 2014). Another possibility is that the process of learning orthographic representations during reading acquisition sharpens pre-existing lexical representations. According to this account orthographic exposure provides listeners with additional representations resulting in lexical representations becoming sharper and available more quickly during online speech processing (Mani and Huettig, 2014).

In short, predictive language processing is influenced by many individual differences. Working memory and processing speed/cognitive efficiency, age, and literacy have all been found to mediate anticipatory spoken language processing. So far we know very little about how these mediating factors influence each other and how they interface with the mechanism of predictive language processing described above. Theoretical models of predictive language processing though will only be complete if they can account for the complex interplay of multiple mechanisms and multiple mediating factors.

5. When?

The when question has so far received the least attention. It is however a very important question, especially given the claims that prediction is a (or the) fundamental principle underlying human information processing (Clark, 2013; Friston, 2005). Do people always predict?

This question is surprisingly difficult to answer. One reason is that most studies on predictive language processing have used very high cloze probability sentences (i.e. sentences in which the target word was extremely predictable). Most sentences we hear in our everyday lives are far less predictive. In other words our understanding of prediction in language
understanding is mostly based on a comparison of performance between extremely predictive sentences and non-predictive sentences. A notable exception is a recent study by Wlotko and Federmeier (2013). They used sentences with a continuous variation of cloze probability. ERPs were recorded while sentence-final words were presented in the left and right visual fields. Interestingly, right visual field (left hemisphere) items resulted in reduced N400 amplitudes over a broader range of predictability compared with left visual field (right hemisphere) items. Moreover, item-level analysis showed a statistically significant deviation from the linear relationship found for central visual field presentation. Wlotko and Federmeier (2013) concluded that N400 responses recorded with central field presentation therefore result from different contributions of both hemispheres and that neither hemisphere “on its own is sensitive to contextual predictability in an evenly graded manner.” These results show how important it is to move away from conducting studies with high cloze probability sentences only. The findings of Wlotko and Federmeier (2013) also highlight the need to look not only at the ERPs to central field presentation but also at the separate contributions of left and right hemispheres. More generally these results are further support for multiple mechanisms of prediction or (in the words of Wlotko and Federmeier (2013)) “multiple processing modes implemented in parallel”.

There are several studies which highlight the need to explore the “when question” more seriously. Low literate adults did not anticipate the target in Hindi adjective-particle-noun constructions (Mishra et al., 2012), two-year-olds with low production vocabulary did not anticipate target objects (Manti and Huettig, 2012), and older adults as a group did not use context predictively (Federmeier et al., 2012). These studies suggest that language comprehenders do not always predict. Related to this, a need for further investigation of language-mediated prediction in non-student participant populations seems apparent. Most participants in studies on anticipatory language processing have been university students. It has lately been argued that the Western student participants used in most experiments in experimental psychology and cognitive neuroscience are the WEIRDest (Western Educated Industrialized Rich Democratic) people in the world and that it may be unsafe to draw more general conclusions about human behaviour from this participant population (Henrich et al., 2010; see also Arnett (2008)). The study of prediction I suggest has a particularly strong need for more diverse participant populations.

More cross-linguistic study is also required. So far only a tiny number of the world’s thousands of languages have been explored. Such an investigation is important as languages differ dramatically at all levels of linguistic organization (Evans and Levinson, 2009). Exploring these differences is also important for investigating the mechanisms and mediating factors of anticipatory processing in a particular language. Individual differences approaches will also be useful to answer the “when question”. Rommers et al. (2012) follow Underwood (1975) in arguing that psychological theories should be evaluated using individual-differences tests and that such tests should be the first step in the assessment of a theory (see also Cohen (1994), Kosslyn et al. (2002) and Vogel and Awh (2008)). Evidence that performance in two tasks is substantially correlated should be regarded as a “go-ahead signal” for a theory proposing that the cognitive components or abilities assessed in the tasks are related.

Finally, it is important to consider the methods that are used to investigate predictive language processing. Visual world eye-tracking experiments and ERP studies have become the methods of choice for the study of prediction over the last 20 years. Both paradigms have important strengths but also their own particular limitations, which are important to take into account when drawing conclusions from the experimental results.

An obvious limitation of visual world eye-tracking studies is that the speech that is presented must be related to the visual input. Moreover, the visual information presented in visual world eye-tracking studies may affect linguistic processing in subtle ways. The speed of pre-activation of up-coming spoken words may be affected through priming originating from the visual representations. In a series of lexical decision experiments, McQueen and Huettig (2014) found evidence for phonological inhibition for picture primes when the phonological onset was related to acoustically presented target pairs and semantic facilitation or same semantic category prime-target pairs. This shows that the recognition of spoken words can be affected by priming origination from viewing visual objects. The speed of pre-activation of up-coming spoken words may also be influenced because priming by vision-derived representations reduces ambiguity. Many words have more than one meaning (“pen”, a writing implement or a cage) or more than one sense (e.g., “chicken”, a whole animal or the meat) but identical phonology. Priming by a particular visual referent may speed up access of that meaning or sense. In other words, in visual word studies the representations of the objects are held in working memory. This may lead to the activation of the corresponding lexical representations and render certain concepts more potent than they would be in other situations. One way to minimize the impact of priming by vision-derived representations is to reduce the preview of the visual objects and present them only right before the spoken target word (e.g. 500 ms as in Rommers et al. (2013)). However, whether this is a suitable strategy will depend on the exact experimental question and design. The results of a visual world experiment may also lead one to the opposite conclusions (i.e. to underestimate the activation of lexical representations. Dahan and Tanenhaus (2004), for instance, presented Dutch phonological competitors (e.g., “bot”, bone) of the target word (e.g., “bok”, bock) in two conditions (semantically constraining sentential context vs. neutral sentential context). Phonological competitors were only fixated more than unrelated distractors when the target followed a neutral context but not when it followed a semantically constraining context. This does not necessarily mean that the lexical representations of the phonological competitor were not activated in the constraining context. It could simply mean that the activation of the phonological competitor was not measurable in the eye gaze. Eye gaze is a measure of overt attention and not a direct measure of the activation of lexical representations. It is important to note here however that predictive language processing in our daily interactions is often very similar to “choosing among a set of pre-activated referents”. In many conversations we talk about things in the here and now. In other words, the visual world paradigm has also its unique strengths. For the investigation of prediction when we talk about objects and events we see it is a particularly
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ecological valid paradigm. This captures many real world situations where people give or receive directions or instructions for action or talk about, say, the state of a messy room.

ERP studies have their own problematic issues. Often written words are presented one-by-one in a relatively slow manner. Note in this regard that the reduction of the ERP N400 component does not necessarily indicate prediction of upcoming words. Some studies (Connolly and Phillips, 1994; Van Den Brink et al., 2001) investigated this issue by making use of the temporal unfolding of speech. Sentence context in these studies was highly constraining towards particular target words (e.g., “The gambler had a streak of bad...”). Crucially, the unexpected target word overlapped phonologically at word onset sometimes with the expected word (e.g., luggage). An earlier negativity was observed if the unexpected word had no initial phonological overlap with the expected word. Although these kinds of results are typically interpreted as reflecting prediction of upcoming words, they could also be explained by postulating a matching process between expected words and candidate words at a post-lexical stage (cf. Van Den Brink et al., 2001). In other words, most ERP N400 studies on predictive language processing do actually not provide unequivocal evidence for prediction leaving them open to the (as Kutas et al. (2010) put it) “oh, it’s just integration criticism”. Note however that a few ERP studies have succeeded in getting around this problem. The nice manipulation in these studies is that the electrophysiological sign of anticipation preceded the anticipated target word (DeLong et al., 2005, Van Berkum et al., 2005; Wicha et al., 2003a, b; Wicha et al., 2004). DeLong et al. (2005) for instance took advantage of the fact that in English the indefinite articles a and an are used depending on the initial phoneme of the noun.

Participants read sentences such as “The day was breezy so the boy went outside to fly ... a kite/an airplane ... in the park”. In this sentence a kite is highly predicted but an airplane is not. DeLong et al. observed a smaller N400 for a kite than an airplane to the articles. The fact that the attenuated N400 was observed to the article (i.e. before the predicted noun) suggests that the N400 reflected prediction rather than “mere” integration (as both a and an should have been equally easy to be integrated). It is still the case however that most ERP studies investigating predictive language processing measure the N400 to the predicted target words rather than before. It would be useful if future studies follow the experimental design of DeLong, Wicha, and Van Berkum and colleagues so that prediction and integration explanations can be distinguished. If such a design is not possible a useful strategy would be to provide converging evidence from two different methods (e.g. ERP and eye-tracking as in the Rommers et al., 2013, study).

6. Conclusion

The reviewed literature makes clear that many aspects of predictive language processing have been explored. Some substantial progress has been made (we know for example quite a lot about the cues that are used for anticipation), yet it is also apparent that there are many gaps in our understanding, which requires further systematic research. We know relatively little about the contents of prediction. How far does pre-activation cascade and to what extent is it situation-dependent? An important advance which has been made over recent years is that researchers focus more directly on the mechanisms underlying predictive language processing. I suggest that inclusion of the PACS (production-, association-, combinatorial-, and simulation-based prediction) mechanisms is a minimum requirement for a comprehensive account of predictive language processing. The experimental evidence considered here also highlights that future research needs to consider more the individual differences which mediate anticipatory processing. I have discussed the role of working memory, cognitive efficiency, age, and literacy which all influence prediction. There are many other individual differences which are likely to play a role. A final important consideration concerns the limits of predictive language processing. Are our brains really prediction machines? Do we really constantly predict at all levels of linguistic (and non-linguistic) structure (cf. Clark, 2013; Friston, 2010)? Perhaps prediction is something which happens when cognitive systems have plenty of resources available. According to this notion prediction is strongly linked to high proficiency levels at the task at hand. The strong influences of literacy on anticipatory language processing discussed above point clearly in that direction. Perhaps prediction occurs less or not at all in challenging situations and in less proficient language users. Perhaps prediction occurs more in such situations (and more for challenged language users) but I believe these are the kinds of questions that deserve much more exploration. I conjecture that it is important to seriously evaluate the following question (even if it appears to go against the current main stream view): Is prediction an important aspect but perhaps not a fundamental principle of language processing and the human mind?
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